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This talk is heavily dependent on Akira Sugiyama’s presentation at TILC09 held about a 
month ago, but R.Y. is the one who is responsible for any error you might find in this talk.
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Width of Pad Response as 
a function of drift length
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Diffusion Coefficient = 303±1[μm/√cm] Diffusion Coefficient = 101.6±0.4[μm/√cm]
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fitting result fitting result



GARFIELD/Magboltz simulation

MP-TPC results

LP1

LP1 data are consistent with GARFIED/Maboltz simulation for diffusion coefficient.
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GM resolution as a 
function of drift length
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Neff

B=0T B=1T

LP1 results ~ 20~22

Comparison with MP-TPC results
LP1 MP-TPC

Pad height 5.6mm 6.4mm

Source Beam(5GeV) Cosmic(MIP)

Neff ×0.9

Nionization ×1.2

conversion from LP1 to MP-TPC
×0.9 ×1.2 22~24

Neff ∼ 22± 1 Neff ∼ 20± 1

CD = 303± 1[µ/
√

cm] CD = 101.6± 0.4[µ/
√

cm](P. 8)

(P. 10)
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Result of MP-TPC

Neff = 21±2



Our assumption

Beam

Cosmic ray



Though this is very preliminary result
it looks quite consistent with that of small prototype

Now we are at the starting point of LP1 study

systematic study of resolution
z resolution
position dependence
PH dependence
drift distance dependence
angle dependence

uniformity of gain
cross talk

momentum resolution
2-track separation
tracking under non-uniform field

multi-module combined analysis
effect of module boundary
momentum resolution by multi-module



Summary

The first beam test under LP1 has been done

Preliminary results seem to be
quite consistent with these obtained w/ the small prototype

More will come (soon )
after software development and further analysis

Complete test with GATE is scheduled in winter


